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Abstract
The remaining driving range (RDR) has been identified as one of the main obstacles for the success of
electric vehicles. Offering the driver accurate information about the RDR reduces the range anxiety and
increases the acceptance of electric vehicles. The RDR is a random variable that depends not only on
deterministic factors like the vehicle’s weight or the battery’s capacity, but on stochastic factors such as
the driving style or the traffic situation. A reliable RDR prediction algorithm must account the inherent
uncertainty given by these factors. This paper introduces a model-based approach for predicting the RDR
by combining a particle filter with Markov chains. The predicted RDR is represented as a probability
distribution which is approximated by a set of weighted particles. Detailed models of the battery, the
electric powertrain and the vehicle dynamics are implemented in order to test the prediction algorithm.
The prediction is illustrated by means of simulation based experiments for different driving situations
and an established prognostic metric is used to evaluate its accuracy. The presented approach aims to
provide initial steps towards a solution for generating reliable information regarding the RDR which can
be used by driving assistance systems in electric vehicles.
Keywords: electric vehicle, remaining driving range, driving assistance system, particle filter, Markov chain
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Introduction

The remaining driving range (RDR) represents
one of the main obstacles for the success of
electric vehicles. The limited range together
with the long charging time has been pointed
out as the main technical factors affecting the
acceptance of electric vehicles. A successful
integration of electric vehicles into future mobility concepts requires not only the development
of faster battery charging systems and facilities
but also the application of advanced driving
assistance systems that support the driver with
reliable information regarding the vehicle’s
driving range. To accomplish this, algorithms
that accurately model the driving load of the
road ahead, and thereby better predict the RDR,
are required.
Unfortunately future driving
conditions are difficult to predict. The driving
style, road conditions or the traffic situation are
some of the factors that stochastically affect the

RDR. The randomness of these factors makes
the RDR prediction problem difficult.
To our knowledge, few works have been published on the field of the RDR prediction. In [1] a
driving pattern identification based approach was
introduced, where a library of driving patterns
is used for predicting the driving load of an
electric vehicle in dependence of the road ahead.
In [2] a two-step prediction algorithm is applied
to determine the RDR. Nine factors in total for
determining the RDR are considered. First, a
rough RDR prediction is done if the remaining
battery energy is higher than a preset critical
battery energy threshold. If the threshold is
crossed, a precise range estimation takes place.
In [3] a method that combines the use of a web
server, a digital map and a mobile application is
presented. The mobile device sends the position
of the vehicle and the current state of charge
(SOC) of the battery to the web server, which
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first estimates the energy consumption along
all possible routes and then, based on the SOC,
it calculates the maximum driving range. The
main drawback with these approaches is that the
RDR is treated as a deterministic quantity and
the uncertainties given by the driving behavior or
by the traffic situation are not taken into account.
Our aim is to introduce an approach that accounts
for these sources of uncertainty. In this paper the
RDR prediction problem is approached by combining particle filtering with Markov chains. A
two-step algorithm, adapted from a prognostics
framework [4], is used to this aim. In the first
step, the battery states are estimated using a particle filter. In the second step, the probability distribution of the RDR is determined by using the
estimated states and by propagating the particles
through a driving profile generated stochastically
via Markov chains. The remaining of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the
problem of the RDR prediction and introduces
the proposed prediction architecture. In section 3
the model of the electric vehicle is described.
Section 4 briefly discusses the particle filter used
for the estimation of the states of the model. Section 5 discusses the proposed approach for the
RDR prediction. Section 6 presents simulation
results for demonstrating and validating the approach. Section 7 concludes the paper and provides an overview of the future work.

2

Prediction Methodology

The RDR is formally defined as the actual distance an electric vehicle can cover with the energy stored in the battery at given time k. The
RDR prediction problem can be formally formulated by considering the electric vehicle as a
nonlinear system represented, in a discrete-time
form, by
xk = f (xk−1 , uk , vk , wk )
yk = h (xk , uk , nk , wk ) ,

(1)

where xk is the state vector, wk is the parameter vector, vk is the process noise vector, uk is
the input vector, yk is the output vector and nk is
the measurement noise vector. f(·) and h(·) represent the state and output function respectively.
The RDR prediction is concerned with forecasting the energy consumption of the electric vehicle along the road ahead and identifying the point
at which new recharging is required. This point
can be mathematically determined by defining a
threshold as follows

1
T (yk ) =
(2)
0
with T = 1 if new charge is required and T = 0
otherwise. It is important to notice that the
threshold is defined as T (yk ). The reason for
this is that the battery management system of

most electric vehicles prevent the battery cells to
discharge below the cell’s cut-off voltage, which
marks the point of total charge depletion. Since
the terminal voltage is an indicator for total
charge depletion and is a measurable quantity, it
represents the output yk of the system.
In practice there are many sources of uncertainty that influence the prediction of the RDR,
e.g., the lack of knowledge about the system
states and parameters, the noise presented in
the measurements or the ignorance about the
future driving conditions. Given these sources
of uncertainty, it would be wrong to consider
the RDR as a deterministic quantity. Thus,
instead of predicting single
 RDR values, we
compute p RDRkp |y0:kp , i.e., the probability
distribution of the RDR. Here kp is the time at
which the prediction takes place.
Fig. 1 depicts the adopted architecture for predicting the RDR. The RDR prediction proceeds
in two steps. In the first step, the state estimation
module uses uk and yk to compute the posterior estimate p (xk |y0:k ), i.e., the most up to date
approximation of the states of the battery based
on measurements acquired up to time k. In the
second step, the RDR prediction module uses,
at time kp , the current posterior state estimate
p xkp |y0:kp together
 with an hypothesized future driving profile ukp , ukp +1 , ..., um to compute p RDRkp |y0:kp . For the sake of better understanding, a driving profile is characterized by
the speed (v) and acceleration (a) of the vehicle
and by the slope (α) of the road.

3
3.1

System Modeling
Modeling Approach

To predict the RDR a detailed model that
determines the power demand of the electric
vehicle and describes the dynamic behavior of
the battery is needed.
This work employs a quasi-static model, for
modeling the chassis, the driveline and the
electric motor. The quasi-static approach is
computationally efficient since it assumes that
the vehicle moves exactly with the predicted
speed. This assumption is convenient because
no differential equations have to be solved and
the power requirements can be easily computed
by solving algebraic equations.
Nevertheless, the battery cannot be modeled using this approach since, as already mentioned,
the terminal voltage determines the threshold of
the prediction algorithm. It is then necessary to
model the battery in such a way, that the nonlinear effects, in the capacity and in the terminal
voltage, are taken into account. Fig. 2 shows the
implemented model of the electric vehicle. We
combine the quasi-static model with a dynamic
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Figure 1: RDR prediction architecture.
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Figure 2: Combined quasi-static/dynamic electric vehicle model.

In the following two sections both parts of the
model are explained in detail. For the sake of better understanding, we omit expressing the variables of the quasi-static model as time dependent,
since this model is described just by a set of algebraic equations. The differential equations of
the dynamic model, instead, are expressed in a
discrete-time form, since both, the state estimation and the RDR prediction modules, require a
discrete-time representation of the battery model.

3.2

α

Quasi-static Model

An electric vehicle is composed of many components which, for simplification purposes, can be
considered to move uniformly. Thus, the electric
vehicle can be represented as one lumped mass.
As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the force Fx needed
for moving the vehicle forward is given by
Fx = Fair + Fg + Fr + Fi ,

(3)

where Fair = 12 ρair cw Av 2 is the aerodynamic
drag force, Fg = mg sin (α) is the hill climbing force, Fr = mgKr is the rolling resistance
and Fi = ma is the force needed to accelerate/decelerate the electric vehicle. Here v represents the vehicle speed, ρair is the air density, cw
is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, A and m are
the frontal area and the mass of the vehicle, g is
the gravitational acceleration, Kr is the rolling

Pmec =

1
ρair cw Av 3 + mg sin (α) v +
2
+mgKr v + mav.
(4)

This model accurately calculates the mechanical
power demand of a vehicle with a very low
computational cost.
To properly employ Eq.(4) in the RDR prediction algorithm, we need to differentiate between
input variables and parameters. As already mentioned, in this paper a, v and α are considered
as input variables. All the other terms of Eq.(4),
namely, ρair , cw , A, m, g, and Kr are assumed
to remain constant, since they rarely change or
change slowly during a trip. Accordingly, the input vector for the electric vehicle model is given
by

T
u= v a α
.
(5)
The power of the electric motor is calculated
from the torque demand Tm and from the rotational speed ωm at the rotor. As stated above, the
dynamic behavior of the driveline components is
not modeled. Therefore, Tm and ωm can be easily determined by
Tm =

Fx rtire
Tw
=
,
id
id

(6)

vid
,
rtire

(7)

ωm = ωw id =
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Ro (·)
1−c

The relationship between the mechanical power
Pmec and the electrical power Pele can be calculated without a detailed model by using a stationary map of the electric motor’s efficiency ηm as a
function of ωm and Tm . In this case the electrical
power is calculated by
Pele =

Pmec
.
ηm (ωm , Tm )

(8)

One main feature of electric vehicles is that a certain amount of the kinetic energy can be recovered by means of regenerative braking. During
regenerative braking, the motor works as a generator and delivers power back to the battery. In
such a case, the generated power is given by
Pele = Pmec ηg (ωm , Tm ).

(9)

It is worth mentioning that the efficiency ηg in
generator mode differs from the efficiency ηm in
motor mode. The total power PT , that is obtained
or supplied to the battery, is given by both the
electric motor and the auxiliary components, as
depicted in Fig. 2. The total power demand is
then calculated as
PT = Pele +

n
X

Pi ,

(10)

i=1

where Pi represents the power consumed by both
the main and the secondary auxiliary components
such as the compressor of the air conditioning
system or the lights. For the sake of simplicity
the power demand of all auxiliary components is
considered to be constant.

3.3

ik

The Kinetic Battery Model abstracts the chemical processes of the battery discharge to its
kinetic properties. The model assumes that the
total charge of the battery is distributed with a
capacity ratio 0 < c < 1 between two charge
wells. On the one hand, the first well has the
available charge and delivers it directly to the
load. The second well, on the other hand, can

h2

h1
w1
d

w2

Cs (·)

Cl (·)

c
SOC +
Rs (·)
−
VOC (SOC)

ik

Rl (·)
Vbatt

ik

Figure 4: Combined battery model.

supply charge only to the first well by means of
the parameter d. The rate of charge that flows
from the second well to the first well depends on
both d and on the height difference between the
wells (h2 − h1 ). If the first well is empty, then
the battery is considered to be fully discharged.
By applying load to the battery, the charge
in the first well is reduced, which leads to an
increment in the height difference between both
wells. After removing the load, certain amount
of charge flows from the second well to the
first well until the height of both wells is the
same. In this way the recovery effect is taken
into account by the model. The rate capacity
effect is also considered in this model. For high
discharge currents, the charge in the first well
is delivered faster to the load in comparison
to the charge that flows from the second well.
In this scenario there is an amount of charge
that remains unused. The consideration of this
effect is especially important for applications in
electric vehicles, since the unused charge can
eventually increase the driving range.
The KiBaM yields two differential equations
which describe the change of capacity in both
wells in dependence of the load ik , the conductance d and the capacity ratio c:

Dynamic Battery Model

We employ a model of a Li-ion cell, as shown
in Fig. 4. The model combines the Kinetic
Battery Model (KiBaM) [5] for capturing the
nonlinear effects in the battery capacity, such as
the recovery and the rate capacity effect, with
a second order equivalent circuit based model
which captures the dynamic response of the
Li-ion cell. Furthermore, the combined model
demands low computational effort, which makes
it suitable for real-time applications. Even
though the KiBaM was initially developed for
lead acid batteries, it has shown to be suitable
for modeling the capacity behavior of Li-ion
cells [6].

Circuit-based Battery Model

Kinetic Battery Model

where rtire and id are the tire’s radius and the
gear ratio of the driveline respectively.

w1,k+1 = a1 w1,k + a2 w2,k + b1 ik ,

(11)

w2,k+1 = a3 w1,k + a4 w2,k + b2 ik ,

(12)

where




a1 a2
a3 a4





b1
b2


=

k
c

=e




− kc

∆t
R



e

− kc
k
c


k
1−c ∆t
k
− 1−c
,

k
1−c ϑ

k
− 1−c
dϑ

0

1
0


.

The term ∆t is the sampling time used in the discretization. The battery SOC is then given by
SOCk =

w1,k
,
cCn 3600

(13)

where Cn is the nominal capacity of the battery.
The right-hand-side equivalent circuit of Fig. 4
is compound of three parts, namely, the open
circuit voltage VOC , a resistance Ro and two RC
networks.
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The voltage VOC changes at different SOC levels, as depicted in Fig. 5. The ohmic resistance
Ro captures the I-R drop, i.e., the instantaneous
voltage drop due to a step load current event.
The Rs Cs and Rl Cl networks capture the voltage
drops due to the electrochemical and the concentration polarization, respectively. In Fig. 4 the
dependency of these parameters on the temperature and on the SOC is represented by the term
(·).

where
C = (VOC (SOC) + vs,k + vl,k ) .
PT (uk ) expresses the dependency of the total
electrical power demand on the input vector
given by Eq.(5). The solution with the positive part in the square root term of Eq.(19) is
neglected, since its consideration would cause
some current to be supplied by the battery in the
case of no load, i.e., when PT = 0, which is
physically not meaningful.

VOC [V]

4

4

3.5

3
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

SOC

Figure 5: VOC − SOC relationship.

This part of the model yields two differential
equations which describe the transient response
of the battery:


∆t
∆t
vs,k+1 = e− Rs Cs vs,k + −Rs e− Rs Cs + Rs ik ,

(14)
− R∆t
C

vl,k+1 = e

l l

− R∆t
C

vl,k + −Rl e

l l

+ Rl ik .

(15)
Accordingly, the state vector of the battery model
is given by

T
xk = w1,k w2,k vs,k vl,k
.
(16)
The battery terminal voltage Vbatt,k is given by
the sum of the open circuit voltage, the voltage
drop at Ro and the transient voltages vs,k and vl,k
as follows
Vbatt,k (SOC) = VOC (SOC)+Ro ik +vl,k +vs,k .
(17)
As presented in the previous section, the quasistatic part of the electric vehicle model computes
the total electrical power demand PT . Nevertheless, the battery model requires the load current
ik as the input variable. Therefore, it is necessary
to express ik in terms of PT . The load current
ik can be obtained from the definition of electrical power P = IV . Considering P = PT and
V = Vbatt the terminal voltage can be expressed
as
PT
.
(18)
Vbatt =
i
By substituting Eq.(18) into Eq.(17) and solving
it for i, the current at time k is given by
p
C − C 2 − 4PT (uk )Ro
ik = −
,
(19)
2Ro

Battery State Estimation

As explained in section 2, the states of the
battery have to be estimated before the prediction module computes the RDR. The state
estimation establishes a starting point for the
prediction step. The task of the estimation
module is to compute p(xk |y0:k ), i.e., to represent the most up-to-date knowledge of the
system states (shown in Eq.(16)) at given time
k based the current and on all past measurements.
To address this estimation, recursive Bayesian
tracking techniques such as particle filter
(PF) [7], the extended Kalman filter (EKF) or
the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [8] have
emerged as very promising solutions. This work
uses a particle filter for estimating the states
of the battery. The advantage of the particle
filter over other approaches is that it does not
require linearizing the system model and no
Gaussian distribution of the system states has to
be assumed.
The particle filter approximates the posterior
probability distribution p(xk |y0:k ) by a set of

Nx
Nx weighted particles Sk = xik , wki i=1
. Here
xik is the set of particles representing the state
space and wki are the associated importance
weights. Each particle is sampled from an a
priori estimation of the state space and it is
propagated through the function f(·). The value
of each particle is recursively updated from
measurements through the output function h(·).
Then, the probability distribution of the state
variables at time k is approximated by
p(xk |y0:k ) ≈

Nx

1 X
wki δ xk − xik
Nx

(20)

i=1

where δ(·) describes the Dirac delta function
located at xik .
An important issue with the application of the
particle filter is the so called particle degeneracy, i.e., all but few particles have negligible
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weights. Particle degeneracy leads to a poor approximation of the state variables and, since most
weights are close to zero, valuable computational
effort is wasted by updating insignificant particles. To overcome this issue the sequential importance resampling (SIR) [9] is employed. The
idea behind the SIR is to duplicate particles with
large weights and to eliminate those with small
weights.

5

RDR Prediction

The second step applies the particle filter for
predicting the RDR at given time kp . To this aim
the RDR prediction module uses the posterior
estimate p(xkp |y0:kp ) as initial condition.
By assuming that the set of particles
n
oNx
accurately represents the
xikp , wki p
i=1
unknown states at the time of prediction, it is
possible to approximate the probability density
function of system states at any time kp + m
in the future by means of the law of total
probabilities [10]

p̂ xkp +m |x̂kp :kp +m−1 ≈
nx


X
wki p +m−1 p̂ x̂ikp +m |x̂ikp +m−1 . (21)
i=1

To account for the fact, that during the prediction
the shape of the states probability distribution
may change, due to noise and process nonlinearities, Eq.(21) requires the set of weights to
be updated at each iteration. However, during
the prediction step no new measurements, which
could serve for updating the weights, can be
acquired. This implies that an update procedure
for the particle weights, as it would happen in a
typical filtering problem, cannot be carried out.
This issue is addressed by assuming the weights
as invariant from kp to kp + m. This assumption
is justified by considering the uncertainty added
by model inaccuracies or by the ignorance
about future driving conditions to be large in
comparison to the uncertainty which comes from
considering constant particle weights. In this
n
oNx
way, the set of weighted particles xikp , wki p
i=1
is simply propagated forward into the future by
simulating the behavior of the electric vehicle
as reaction to a future driving profile, until
minimum allowable battery terminal voltage is
reached.
Once all particles have reached the cut-off battery voltage, i.e., Tkip = 1, the traveled distance RDRikp of each particle is determined and
combined with its weight wki p to approximate


p RDRkp |y0:kp as follows


p RDRkp |y0:kp ≈

Nx
X

wki p RDRikp .

(22)

i=1

As already mentioned, Eq.(22) requires an hypothesized driving profile, which serves as the
reference for the propagation of particles. We
employ a stochastic approach to predict the driving profile in such a way, that real-world driving
patterns are captured. The following section introduces the approach for predicting driving profiles.

5.1

Driving Profile Prediction

It has been shown that driving profiles can be
modeled as a discrete-time Markov chain [11].
For predicting the entire driving profile two
Markov chains are used. First, future values of
speed and acceleration are generated by a 2D
chain. Second, the slope profile is predicted
by means of a 1D Markov chain independent
of the speed and the acceleration. To apply a
Markov chain the input space is quantized for
the speed/acceleration pair and for the slope
in such a way that each input variable takes
a finite number of values. The input space
va
va
is then given by {uva
1 , u2 , ..., um } and by
α
α
α
va
{u1 , u2 , ..., um }, where u
= {v, a} and
uα = α represent parts of the input vector given
by the speed/acceleration pair and by the slope
respectively, with m as the horizon length of the
predicted profiles.
For the sake of brevity, here we just explain the
generation of the speed/acceleration profiles.
The prediction of the slope profile proceeds in a
similar fashion.
The Markov chain assumes that the transition probability from a state uva
k to a state
uva
,
where
k
is
a
discrete
time
instant (k =
k+1
t0 , t1 , t2 , ...), only depends on the current state
and not on the sequence of states that precede it.
The transition probabilities between all possible
states are grouped in a transition probability matrix (TPM) P ∈ Rn×l such that

va
pij = P uva
(23)
k+1 = j|uk = i ,
where pij is the ij th element of P. In this paper the transition probabilities are estimated from
historical driving data and from standard driving cycles. The maximum likelihood estimation
method [12] is applied for estimating the TPM.
The transition probability pij is computed by
pij =

nij
nij
=
,
s
P
ni
nij

(24)

j=1

where nij is the number of times a transition
va
from uva
i to uj has occurred, and ni is the
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total number of occurrences of uva
Fig. 6
i .
depicts an example of the TPM used for the
speed/acceleration profile prediction. The matrix
is composed of n columns and l rows, which represent the finite states of speed and acceleration
respectively.
v1 ... ... vi ... ... vn
[] [] [] []

j=1 i=1

(25)
It must be noted that all predicted profiles are
equally weighted by means of N1u .

[] [] [] []

6

[] [] [] []
P [] [] []

Results and Discussions

This section presents the results obtained from
predicting the RDR for different driving scenarios. The α − λ and the relative accuracy (RA)
metrics [14] are applied for evaluating the performance of the approach.

[] [] [] []
[] [] [] []
[] [] [] []

vi−1

vi

vi+1

aj−1

...

...

...

aj

...

...

...

va
va
va
p(uva
k+1 = ui,j+1 |uk = uij )

...

aj+1 ...

Nu X
Nx

1 X
wki p RDRij
p RDRkp |y0:kp ≈
kp .
Nu

uva
i,j+1 = {vi , aj+1 }

Figure 6: Transition probability matrix for {vi , aj } at
time k.

The chain is initialized at k = 0 with the pair
{vk = 0, ak = 0}. Then, we randomly draw
for the next state {vk+1 , ak+1 } according to the
probability distribution represented by the discrete transition probabilities located at {vk , ak }.
Once the next state {vk+1 , ak+1 } has been determined, the process is repeated until the desired
size of the chain, i.e., the desired length of the
profile is reached.

6.1

Simulation Results

To validate the performance of the proposed
approach, a number of simulations describing
different driving situations is performed. The
RDR prediction is tested by letting the electric
vehicle follow repeatedly the standard drive
cycles shown in Fig. 7, namely, the UDDS
and the ARTEMIS rural and motorway drive
cycles [15]. These drive cycles are representative
of typical driving patterns shown in the city, in
rural areas and on the highway.
UDDS
Speed [km/h]

a1 [ ] [ ] [ ]
... [ ] [ ] [ ]
... [ ] [ ] [ ]
aj [ ] [ ] [ ]
... [ ] [ ] [ ]
...
[] [] []
al [ ] [ ] [ ]

then approximated by

100
80
60
40
20
0

0

500

1,000

Characterization of the RDR

Until now the RDR prediction, as formulated in
Eq.(22), requires propagating the set of particles
through a single predicted driving profile. However, such a propagation accounts just for the uncertainty introduced in the state estimation step
but it does not consider the uncertainty related to
the predicted driving profile. Taking this uncertainty into account would require propagating the
set of particles through multiple predicted driving profiles, and not through a single one. The
computational complexity of such a prediction
becomes a function of Nx ×Nu [13], where Nx is
the number of weighted particles used in the state
estimation and Nu is the number of predicted
driving profiles. The set of weighted particles is
then propagated through multiple driving profiles
until all particles, along all predicted profiles,
have reached the cut-off voltage, i.e., Tkijp = 1.
Here j represents each generated driving profile.

The probability distribution p RDRkp |y0:kp is

100
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1,000

ARTEMIS Motorway
Speed [km/h]

5.2

Speed [km/h]

ARTEMIS Rural

150
100
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0
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200

400

600

800

1,000

Time [s]

Figure 7: Standard drive cycles used in the simulation.

The parameters of the quasi-static model are chosen according to the parameters of the Nissan
Leaf, as shown in Table 1. In this case the parameter are obtained from manufacturer’s data
sheets. The battery model is tuned using experimental data of a 2.15 Ah Li-ion cell. The battery
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pack of the Nissan Leaf is emulated by scaling up
the battery capacity to 24 kWh and the voltage to
403.2 V. Table 2 presents the model parameters
of the identified Li-ion cell.

Table 1: Parameters of the quasi-static part of the
electric vehicle model.
Parameter
A
cw
m
Kr
Tm,max
Pele,max
rtire

Value
2.29 m2
0.28
1520 kg
0.7
280 Nm
80 kW
0.3 m

Table 2: Model parameters of the Li-ion cell.
Parameter
Cn
Vnom
Vlim
d
c

Value
2.15 Ah
4.2 V
2.8 V
1.4 × 10−5
0.96

At each experiment, the electric vehicle follows
the speed profile imposed by the driving cycle.
For the sake of analysis, at the beginning of
each simulation the battery is assumed to be fully
charged. In this way the maximum driving range
that the electric vehicle can reach under different driving situations is compared. During the
simulation, the battery states are estimated by the
particle filter at each iteration step and then this
estimate is used for predicting the RDR. To reduce the computational burden of the simulation,
a RDR prediction is performed every 1000 seconds if the battery SOC is larger than 30%. After
this point the RDR is predicted every 500 seconds.
6.1.1

where RDR∗kp represents the ground truth RDR,
at time kp , obtained later after the simulation finishes and RDRkp is the median of the predicted
RDR at that time.
The approach has shown similar performance for
each driving scenario. Table 3 summarizes the
relative accuracy calculated for the prediction at
different prediction times. Fig. 8 shows the predictions for the UDDS drive cycle. As it can
be seen, for most part of the time, the predicted
RDR lies within the boundaries given by the
α − λ metric (α = 0.15). Also the quantiles
Q5 and Q95 lie within the boundaries for most
of the time. It can be observed that, even though
the accuracy of the prediction at kp = 1 is high,
the uncertainty in the prediction is large. This is
caused by the uncertainty related to the state estimation. At the beginning of the simulation the
particle filter does not accurately track the battery
states. A certain time is needed for the filter to
converge. Therefore, the ignorance about the initial state of the battery causes the RDR prediction
to be highly uncertain. Fig. 9 depicts the simulation results for the ARTEMIS rural drive cycle.
The results are similar to those obtained with the
UDDS. It is important to notice that fewer predictions have been carried out. This is because the
average speed of the driving profile is higher and
therefore the time each particle needs to drive until Tkijp = 1 is lower. Fig. 10 shows the prediction
carried out with the ARTEMIS motorway driving
profile. This case shows the best performance of
all driving scenarios. The high accuracy in the
prediction is due to the few drastic changes presented in the drive cycle. In this case a transition
probability matrix of the highway for predicting
the driving profiles is used and therefore the generated profiles have very similar characteristics
to the chosen drive cycle.
Table 3: RDR prediction performance.
kp
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

RDR Prediction Performance

In this section, we evaluate the prediction performance for the different scenarios. For a
given prediction time kp , metrics of accuracy
and spread are computed. Since the estimate
p RDRkp |y0:kp is usually non Gaussian, we
rely on the median for estimating the RDR and
on quantiles as the measure of spread [16]. The
RA metric for evaluating the accuracy of the prediction is computed by
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RAkp = 100 1 −

RDR∗kp

− RDRkp

RDR∗kp

RAUDDS
99.32
97.65
92.82
91.73
92.54
90.92
91.25
88.75
88.19
91.71

RARURAL
94.50
93.55
97.60
97.39
96.09
77.27
−−
−−
−−
−−

RAMOTORWAY
99.66
95.18
99.60
99.79
98.61
94.89
−−
−−
−−
−−

Conclusions and Future Work


,
(26)

In this paper, a model-based approach for predicting the remaining driving range in electric
vehicles is implemented. The proposed approach
takes into account different sources of uncer-
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Figure 8: RDR prediction results for the city drive
cycle UDDS.
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The state estimation is carried out by a particle
filter. Then, a set of weighted particles, which
approximate the posterior estimate of the battery
states, is propagated forward in time through
predicted driving profiles until all particles reach
the minimum allowable battery terminal voltage.
The driving profiles are modeled as stochastic
processes and they are predicted with the help of
Markov chains. The RDR is then computed as
a probability density function approximated by
the distribution of the propagated particles.
For demonstration and validation purposes, the
approach is tested in the simulation. Three
representative standard drive cycles have been
used as reference. The simulations have shown
that the proposed approach predicts the RDR for
all driving scenarios with an acceptable accuracy
and computational effort.
In the future, we aim to investigate new methods for speeding up the prediction time so that
a real time application can be integrated in our
test vehicle. It is also of high importance to investigate methods for describing the driving profile in a parametric form. In this way probability
distributions for the parameters can be identified,
with the help of experimental data, so that analytical methods for uncertainty propagation can be
employed. The use of analytical methods would
further increase the efficiency of the prediction
algorithm, on the one hand, and would produce
repeatable calculations, on the other hand.
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Figure 9: RDR prediction results for the ARTEMIS
rural drive cycle.
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